Calling all Zero Energy Sites!

Solar Oregon is partnering again with Sustainable Building Week to produce the Go Zero Tour 2021, a world class virtual showcase of new and retrofit homes in Oregon and SW Washington leading the path to zero energy. If YOU have a recently completed project, WE want to see it!

All Project Types
- Single Family
- Multifamily
- ADUs
- Affordable Housing

What to Expect as a Host
- Currently, Solar Oregon is exploring a hybrid tour containing (optional) in-person and virtual portions
- You will be supported by, and are invited to join the tour planning committee
- We will film a pre-recorded video, and you will be invited to a live virtual premiere

Oregon’s Largest Annual Zero Energy Tour
- Over 300 attendees in recent years
- Heavy media engagement, including KOIN (live newscast), KGW, & OregonLive
- Virtual Tour website
GO ZERO TOUR 2021
Call For Submissions

Submit Projects by June 1st

Email zachs@solaroregon.org with:
• Photographs of interior & exterior
• Project description, including energy production figures and all relevant design and structural characteristics
• Name, organization, and contact of builder, architect, and owner

Lead the Way to a Zero Energy Future

A zero energy home is one that produces as much energy as it consumes throughout the course of a year. From policy to popular imagination, zero energy is emerging as a major trend in design of the built space. The Go Zero Tour is a powerful way to demonstrate your leadership, and inspire your community toward a better future.

Become a Sponsor!

Limited exciting opportunities for sponsorship exist, including for builders and architects of featured projects. Inquire for more information.

CONTACT
www.solaroregon.org
zachs@solaroregon.org

SUSTAINABLE BUILDING WEEK